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Men's Government
Gives Concessions; Holds Trial

The meeting of the Men's Government, held Tuesday, Oct. 4, in the library, was well attended and the trial of Bob Spicher and Jack Phillips was the main order of business. Both Bob and Jack Phillips were accused of taking over Colonial Life from the Men's Government. The trial will continue over the next two days and will end on Wednesday, Oct. 5.

If you have any news or information about the programs, you are urged to submit their names to the Men's Government or to any of the commission chairman.

Funds Available
To Organizations
Announced Oct. 9

The Committee on Student Affairs, Mr. Hershman, announced the allocation of funds to the various organizations on campus. The funds were granted to the organizations as a part of the total funds derived from the Activities Fee.

The grants made to each of the organizations are listed below:

Amount
YM-YWCA 6.90
MCC 6.90
MIOG 1.39

Senior Class 50.00
Junior Class 35.00
Sophomore Class 30.00
Debating Team 100.00
Forum Committee 40.00
Forum 5.72
Band 1.42
Missiah 5.43
Luncheon Weekly 17.00
Athletics 24.00
Women 10.00
Student Activity 8.00

100.00% 1,088.00

KAB

This week's Kappa Gamma's KAB is in celebration of the forthcoming commencement, which is held in commemoration of the world's college graduates. The theme of this year's commencement is "The Future of Education," and it will be held on Saturday, October 12.

The world's Kappa Gamma's KAB originated as the dream of eighteen girls seniors in South Bay, California, in the fall of 1939. They wished to provide their own identities and express their needs. Their purpose was to promote the fine arts, to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas, to build friendships, and to provide a tie between alumnae and students.

This Kappa Gamma KAB is the first of its kind in the country, and it is a symbol of the growing interest in women's education. It is a unique opportunity for alumnae and students to come together and discuss the important issues of our time.

The next meeting of the Kappa Gamma Club will be held on October 27, at 8:00 p.m. All Episcopal students are especially encouraged to attend.

"Joan of Lorraine's" Members Picked; Play Rehearsals Begin

Rehearsals for Maxwell Anderson's "Joan of Lorraine" started Monday, October 3. Tryouts were held on Monday, and actress Sally Miller was selected as Joan of Lorraine. The production will be directed by Mr. Hershman, and the play will be presented on November 30 and December 1. The play will be produced by the Dramatic Club, which is sponsored by Mr. Hershman.

The cast includes Sally Miller in the title role, with Robert Smith, James Brown, and Mary White. The play will be presented in the library auditorium at 8:00 p.m. on November 30 and December 1.

Homecoming Saturday
Old Timers to Return

One of the most anticipated events on the social calendar at Ursinus is the Homecoming Dance. This year, Old Timers' Day will be held on Saturday, October 15. The alumni will return to participate in the festivities and will be given a special reception. The dance will be held on Saturday, October 15.

Homecoming will begin in the morning with a Junior-Freshman Breakfast, sponsored by the Student Council. The evening will feature a dance, and the alumni will be asked to participate in the festivities. The dance will be held on Saturday, October 15.

Whatever your interests are, there will be a place for you at the Homecoming events. Whether you're looking for a place to socialize or to participate in the festivities, there will be something for everyone. So come out and enjoy the Homecoming events!
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EDITORIAL
Reading — A Lost Art
The three K's are no three longer; 'Riting an 'Rithmetic lost their little brother Reading in the last shuffle. From now on, and when the deal was completed, he has been smothered on the bottom of the deck.

Stop and reflect — how many times have you heard it said right here on this campus regarding outside reference work, "It is worth reading?" Apparently the instructor who made the assignment thought so, but he being merely work, has been smothered on the bottom of the deck.

And so, the question remains: How do we perceive the material according to modern standards? To be still more specific; how do we answer the questions at the end of the chapter with summaries or explicit paragraph headings have become the vestige of a past time.

Steven Allen. He is the B. G. Allen to many of us. The versatile musician plays vibes, trumpet, most string and wind. His career has been one of many facets, from personal appearances to recording commercial. Einstein firmly believes that their inability keeps one away from the bond music and the pure art. I do believe that a jazz artist might be a benefactor, but I do believe that he should leave his contractual obligations aside as his music makes with an audience.

Einstein and also Don Down Beat.

Don Down Beat

Don Elliott carries plenty of beats. The versatile musician plays vibes, trumpet, most string and wind. His career has been one of many facets, from personal appearances to recording and performing commercial. Einstein firmly believes that their inability keeps one away from the bond music and the pure art. I do believe that a jazz artist might be a benefactor, but I do believe that he should leave his contractual obligations aside as his music makes with an audience.

Einstein and also Don Down Beat.

Controversial tenor saxophonist John Coltrane has been termed "an enigmatic tenor" by critics. Faced with this, the tenor responded with an assertion of his own belief in music. "Music is the means of expression, and full of emotional content. Music is not used to be happy and fun music."

Composer — saxophonist John Coltrane leads a musical life. In addition to his tastes as composer and musician, LaPorta is vitally concerned with music education. "There's a need for good teachers in college, teaching with a musical linguistic point of view. At the college level he believes that the young student should be exposed to as much as possible in music."

"I've never encountered a strong personality to be found in the field of evangelism I'm sure he'd have been as effective as Billy Graham. Married Life: Living in a house is like being at college."

You can't win, I suppose, when it comes to the final problem of rigor mortis, started its regular career of murder in Chicago, where the Grand Rapids was set to end in October, 1937. The collection has been sold in 1937, for a total of $500.00, to the American Federation of Musicians.

The New Yorker places all of its writers and editors in a "Top 100" list. "The world, however, is a more demanding place than it was when it comes to the final problem of rigor mortis."

Aron, however he has nobly ignoble, we won't waste the room" read.

Don Elliott and Down Beat are indeed "the funny jazz professor" — the one who one's main characters as an audience.
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SPORTS TALK

During the past week the sophomores and the freshmen competed with one another in three athletic events: Baseball, Basketball, and Football.

The games were part of an overall Customs program which was revisited last summer and put into effect this fall.

In spite of the fact that the frosh lost all three of the games, they showed that they possessed a spirit and talent which will carry them in good stead through their four years at Ursinus.

In the baseball game, which was played a week ago Saturday, the frosh rallied in the top of the ninth to make up a four run deficit. This type of Customs ability is one of the most important characteristics which a person can develop, and this class shows signs of having it already.

U.C. Soccernmen Tie Rutgers 4-4 Lose to Fords

On Wednesday, Oct. 15, the Ursinus men's soccer team opened their season at home with a 4-4 draw against the Rutgers University Scarlet Knights.

The score line remained level at 0-0 for the first half of the game. In the second half, Rutgers took the lead with a goal from Matt Smith in the 55th minute. However, the Scarlet Knights were unable to hold onto their lead as the game was level at 4-4 after 90 minutes of action.

Sophs Defeat Frosh by 55-44

Tuesday night in the new gym, the Sophomores won the basketball game against the Freshmen, 55-44. The Frosh took the lead in the opening seconds of the first half, but the Sophomores fought back, especially in the second half, to secure the win.

Do You Think for Yourself?

Do you like to keep from getting angry because you feel that emotion can interfere with your judgment?

Do you like to "show your stuff" when you know you are really good at something?

Can you honestly say you like to be entirely independent of others in the things you do?

In the morning, do you carefully choose a tie, a matching jacket, etc., for your clothes the first thing you see in the closet?

Do you ignore extravagant claims made in a sales talk when making your choice of an automobile?

When you are criticized do you stop to analyze the criticism before reacting?

Do you sometimes go to a public event, such as a football game, even if you have to go alone?

In a discussion, do you like to go contrary early with a definite viewpoint of your own?

Are you able to stay cheerful even when you are alone for a long time?

The fact is, men and women who think for themselves are the only ones who can think for their own McCLOY.

"If you have answered Yes to 6 of the above questions... well, do you think for yourself?" McCLOY.
LOCAL CONCERT ATTENDED

BY URUSINS STUDENTS SAT.

Ay evening a small group of Ursinus students attended a concert at the Ursinus Community Concert Association. The program was presented by Detrux, Logan, Sapien, with Ludwig Bergmann at the piano. The program consisted of a list of a variety of classical selections as such as Bach, Mandel, Verdi, Tchaikovsky and others. The concert was a re-
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RHOADES
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Rhodes, the town where the college is located, is a city of 10,000 people. It is in the middle of the state of Illinois, about 10 miles north of the city of Chicago. The college has an enrollment of approximately 1,000 students. The campus is situated on a hill overlooking the town and has beautiful views of the surrounding area.

HOMECOMING DAY

URSINUS COLLEGE

Homecoming Day festivities included a football game against Haverford College, which was attended by over 5,000 people. The game was played at 2:00 P.M. on Patterson Field, located near the campus.

HAYFORD FIELD

at 2:00 P.M. on Patterson Field

ANNUAL VARSITY CLUB

DANCE

at TG Gym

and Picking of the Queen
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AFOLOGY

The writer must say that he didn't put the letter to the color from the "Pyrography of Fire" in the paper. The reason for this was that the letter had been misplaced.

Soccer

(Continued from page 2)

Next week the team will play against Haverford College at 2:00 P.M. on Patterson Field.

Events of Interest
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Better tip your dink it might be a girl.

RHODES

(Continued from page 1)

Rhodes has won its first game of the season by beating the University of Chicago 3-0. The game was played at the Rhodes Athletic Center.
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